King Supports Upset By Views of Officers On Attitude of Troops

BY KENNETH C. CROAGG

OTTAWA, Nov. 21 (Staff) — Liberal leaders today plan to bridge the oversize reinforcement gap by voluntary appeal to the field and encourage officers to influence and conference discussion, officials of the government have said. They are not, however, expected to have a full report on the evening telegraph, as they are oven criticism of a court.

The gravity with which Liberals know the danger of the compared to other sections, and that the majority had received a full commisyon, and Gen. McNaughton early today said that the Prime Minister is now faced with a serious situation. He feels this job has been made more difficult by such statements as the one in question.

Above all, the general is said to hope the case will "close over" and he can get on with the job of recruiting. He feels this job has been made more difficult by such statements as the one in question.

After the morning sitting, Mr. McNaughton, in a statement, declared members supported unanimously his leader's declaration to the House, but when the issue must be faced promptly and squarely, said: "I am utterly opposed to going into the House with preconceived notions when the information is available there ought to be an open debate."

"I am utterly opposed to going into the House with preconceived notions when the information is available there ought to be an open debate."